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Selected props used in this brochure were kindly supplied by David Mellor, who stock one of the most impressive and
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Mellor was a key figure in British design and gained an international reputation for his work. Today, Mellor’s son Corin continues his
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be purchased in David Mellor stores in London and Hathersage or bought online at www.davidmellordesign.com
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Inspiring from the
very beginning
Ours is a story that started in 1911, when a small sheet metal business was
created in Rorschach, Switzerland. Driven by the vision of our founder Hermann
Franke our products have been helping to enhance people’s lives ever since.
Beautiful and intuitive, our sinks, taps, hoods, waste management and accessories
feature new technologies, outstanding materials and stunning finishes.
Globally recognised and respected within the home solutions sector and the
world’s largest manufacturer of kitchen sinks, we continue to be guided by the
values of innovation, quality and stylish design our business has been built upon.
Never standing still, we constantly develop inspiring new products and solutions
that meet customer’s needs and help them to realise their lifestyle ambitions.
While at the same time, using fewer resources, lessening our impact and helping
to ensure a fairer more sustainable future for all.
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Head for the forest,
look to the skies

So very now
Pantone 17-3938 or Very Peri as it’s better
known is Pantone’s Colour of the Year for 2022.

Colour of
the Year
2022

Described as “a dynamic periwinkle
blue hue with a vivifying violet red”
Very Peri is said to “encourage
personal inventiveness and creativity.”

Given our continuing desire to better connect
with nature, it’s no wonder that Forest Green is a
popular colour choice right now. With a confident
depth and rich lushness, choosing Forest Green
can bring a calming ambiance to any space.
For contrast, add splashes of burnt or berry
red. Or for something more complementary, try
a softer green hue, such as the Matt Dusty green
finish of our Smart Deco Hood.
If you like things a little brighter, the Smart
Deco is also available in a warm Matt Mustard
Yellow finish which works wonderful with
Bright Skies – the fresh airy tone names the
Dulux Colour of the Year 2022.

Get a handle
on colour

Very Peri makes the perfect backdrop
when planning a new kitchen scheme
where you can then add a contrasting
sense of freshness with gloss white
cabinets, soft grey worktops and products
like our Maris Bowl range (page 16) and
Matt Black taps (page 34).

Metallics are an enduring trend and
in the kitchen space, choosing
copper, gold and brass handles,
lighting, switches and other fittings is
a great way to introduce more
colour. Alongside this, it’s worth
considering a tap like our Minerva
4-in-1 boiling tap in sparkling
Champagne Gold.

PANTONE
17- 3938
Very Peri

www.franke.co.uk
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Be industrious
When it comes to long lasting kitchen trends,
the industrial look has never gone out of style.
The combination of bold black and white and
the occasional splash of grey gives a kitchen a
real sense of grandeur and provides the perfect
base to build a look that’s all your own.
To offset these contrasting colours, add
metallic touches in your handle, lighting and tap
choices, with a design like the Active tap which
is available in a choice of spout designs and
contemporary finishes.

Welcome
to the country
Give your kitchen a warm, inviting feel
with an authentic country cottage style –
think classic shaker cabinetry and timeless
Belfast sinks. Start with mustard yellow
shaker units with brushed brass handles,
swap tiles for wood panelling and
accessorise with vintage finds. Then add a
smooth ceramic sink such as our Kubus KBK
undermount, in a choice of Gloss White, Matt
Pearl Grey or Graphite finishes teamed up
with our Krios swivel spout in Brass.

Think serene, go green
A reflection of nature, green represents
growth and renewal, harmony and peace
and more currently, sustainability. Green
schemes evoke feelings of calmness, serenity
and balance. And where better to do this
than the kitchen?
Award winning interior designer and
Franke blogger Donna Casey says that
when planning a green kitchen, you should
decide whether to apply colour to your
cabinets, walls or both.

www.franke.co.uk

Those preferring to proceed with a little more
caution should establish the base colour of
your units and introduce colour to the walls,
splashback and kitchen accessories.
Speaking of which, introduce some gold or
brass accents such as handles, lighting,
sockets, or taps like Franke’s Minerva Helix
4-in-1 Electronic tap in Champagne Gold and
the Bridge Lever tap in Brass. The contrasting
richness of dark green and gold will result in
a stylish and sophisticated design.

Holiday at home
Fancy bringing the holiday vibe to your
home? Conjure up images of inviting seas
and laidback tavernas by teaming up azure
blue cabinets with mosaic tiles and add
warmth with natural materials such as
wood, rattan and terracotta. Hardware-wise,
go for a contemporary clutter-free look
with a modern chrome mixer tap such as
the Atlas Neo Sensor and a minimalist sink
like the flushmount Mythos.

www.franke.co.uk
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Year
Guarantee

For a more
sustainable, socially
responsible world
From adopting manufacturing methods that
generate less waste and reduce our impact,
to innovative products designed to cut
water and energy usage and reduce landfill,
Franke are doing all we can to create a
more sustainable world.
How hoods can help
As well as keeping kitchens free of
unwanted steam and odours, many of
our extraction hoods – including our
Maris Drip Free, Maris 2gether and
AQ Sense range – are not just
beautifully designed. Featuring highly
efficient motors and A++ ratings, they’re
also designed to deliver a powerful
performance while using less energy.

Fitting a filter tap
reduces plastic use

WDUs mean less waste
going to landfill

Filter taps such as our Vital Capsule
System are an ideal way to reduce
single use plastics. Offering clean filtered
water on demand, homeowners no
longer need to buy bottled water, saving
money and reducing waste in one.

Landfill has long been an issue, with
decomposing waste causing greenhouse
gases and potentially polluting water
and the soil. However, a waste disposal
unit (WDU) can prevent this by liquifying
organic waste so it can be harmlessly
flushed into the sewers.

See page 26 for more information.

The many benefits of
instant boiling water taps
More efficient than constantly using
a kettle, an instant boiling water tap
like our Minerva 4-in-1 design can help
to save both water and energy. Plus,
by removing kettles from the kitchen
environment, they can free up space
and leave worktops less cluttered.
See page 24 for more information.

Recycling sorted
Helping to make recycling even
easier, kitchen waste sorter bins are a
neat addition to help you separate out
cans, plastic, glass, card, paper and
other precious resources so they can be
used again. Easy to install, the attached
lids help to prevent odours.
See page 43 for more information.

See page 42 for more information.

The water-saving
Atlas Neo Sensor
The Atlas Neo Sensor tap boasts many
great features, including one aimed
at reducing water wastage. Operated
with a wave of the hand, the tap will run
for a maximum of 30 seconds before
cutting off. However, a second wave in
front of the infrared sensor is all that’s
needed to stop the flow sooner.

Designed to last
In today’s often disposable society
it can be reassuring to find products
that are still clearly built to last for the
long term. And by utilising the best
quality materials and manufacturing
techniques, Franke sinks come
guaranteed for 50 years.
For all Franke product
guarantees see page 44.

See page 29 for more information.

www.franke.co.uk
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Think inside the box,
think Box Center

Highlight
For an uncluttered, minimal
look, all accessories are
neatly stored away in the
second bowl.

The brilliant Box Center packs a lot
into its space saving design. Ideal for all
sizes of kitchen, it features a separate
compartment bowl. Compatible with
this and a number of our other box
sinks, this acts as neat storage for an
array of accessories.
For an extra level of efficiency, add
the stylish and innovative Andy Chef
accessories kit.

Putting a stainless steel strainer bowl,
walnut chopping board and chef’s knife
within easy reach, it creates your
optimised food preparation station.
Whether you choose the flushmount or
undermount option, the Box Center’s
stunning Stainless Steel finish goes
beautifully with brass pendants, and
other metallic accessories. Then try pale
pastel shades on your walls, to box off
the look beautifully.

Box Center Undermount

BWX 220 110-27 compartment bowl
with Pescara Pull Down Spray and Vital Single Dispense tap

See the
Box Center
UKFranke
Andy Chef

www.franke.co.uk
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Highlight

Mythos means
minimalist

A choice of accessories
transform the Mythos
range into a versatile
workstation.

Sometimes the simplest things can be the
most stunning. Take the Swiss-manufactured
Mythos sink. A minimalist masterpiece, the
flushmount Mythos has a seamless 6mm rim
that integrates perfectly with the work surface.
Then there’s the round flush waste cover –
a key design detail which gives Mythos a
smoother base and protects pots and glasses.
And because it’s always good to have options,
the Mythos is available as an undermount,
flushmount and flushmount with drainer.

Add something
special with exclusive
Mythos accessories
Choose the Mythos Plus and get
some fabulous accessories as standard.
The black glass chopping board and
Stainless Steel strainer bowl will prove
a big help when preparing meals.
While the addition of the optional
Rollamat, Mobile Drainer or choice
of Gastronorm accessories will
transform any Mythos sink into a
multi-functional workstation.
Mythos Plus MYX 211 sink
with Atlas Neo Swivel tap in Copper

Mythos Plus prices from £518
Mythos Undermount Bowl MYX 160 34 -16
with Tasso Matt Black tap

Mythos is available in the following

Mythos Bowl prices from £354

Mythos Plus: Inset, 5 models
Mythos Bowls: Undermount, 8 models
Mythos Bowls: Flushmount, 4 models
www.franke.co.uk
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Fragranite so hard to beat
Extremely durable yet exceptional beauty,
Fragranite is a one of the toughest materials
available. A mixture of 80% quartz sand and
20% hard acrylic resin it’s resistant to stains,
scratches, impacts and thermal shocks.
Using this exceptional material, we’ve
created a number of different sinks such
as our Kubus, Centro, Fresno and the
new Maris Bowls – designs that despite
being so durable are some of our most
elegant and tactile sinks we offer.
For improved hygiene and easier
cleaning, every Fragranite sink is treated
with Santized® antimicrobial coating
during the production process. This
special treatment incorporates silver
ions to reduce bacterial and microbial
growth by 99%.

An attractive alternative to Stainless
Steel sinks, our Fragranite designs are
available in a choice of distinctive
finishes from Matt Black, Onyx and
Stone Grey, to Oyster, Polar White or
Coffee. Whichever you choose, the
warm, textural quality of all these colour
options means these sinks sit perfectly
alongside solid granite or natural wood
worksurfaces.

Kubus KNG 110 52
Polar White Sink
with Atlas Neo tap
in Stainless Steel

Highlight
The Sanitized®
antimicrobial coating
reduces bacterial and
microbial growth by 99%.
www.franke.co.uk

Matt Black

Onyx

Stone Grey

Oyster

Coffee

Polar White

www.franke.co.uk
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Go large with
Maris Fragranite Bowls
Our newest range of granite undermounts,
the Maris Fragranite meets all the
requirements of today’s kitchens. Made to
last a lifetime, Fragranite is treated with with
Santized® antimicrobial coating which
reduces bacterial and microbial growth by
99%, keeping things fresh and odour-free.
But the biggest thing about these sinks
is their size. Boasting a spectacularly
spacious bowl and no drainer, washing
bakings trays and large pots and pans has
never been easier. A minimalist design
available in a choice of Polar White, Matt
Black, Stone Grey and Coffee finishes, the
Maris Fragranite bowl is going to be big.

Prices from £422

Maris MRG 110 72
in Matt Black
with Active L Pull-Out
Spray tap in Chrome

Highlight
Maris MRG 110 72 in Stone Grey
(tap not available in UK)

Matt Black

www.franke.co.uk

Stone Grey

Coffee

Polar White

The Maris Fragranite’s
bowl is so spacious
you can wash larger
items with ease.
www.franke.co.uk
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Urban Fragranite it’s sure to impress

Highlight
The Urban is the first
granite sink to include
Slim-Fix clips.

The impressive Urban Fragranite sink, which can be
inset or flushmounted, is available in an equally impressive
choice of colours. Ice cool Polar White or sophisticated
Oyster? Oynx, Stone Grey or delicious Coffee? Our maybe
Matt Black is more to your taste?
For an altogether more co-ordinated look, the Urban
Fragranite in Matt Black automatically comes supplied
with a matching Matt Black Colourline Waste Kit.

However, those opting for an Urban Fragranite in any of the
other available finishes may wish to create an extra edge to
their chosen sink by buying a separate Matt Black Colourline
Waste Kit from our spare parts centre Central Services.
Anyone doing this can then return the waste supplied
in their sink box for a refund, via Franke’s Return & Recycle
scheme. For full details including Terms & Conditions, visit
Central Services/Franke Tap & Sink Spare Parts at
central-servicesuk.co.uk.

Urban UBG 611-100 in Oyster
with Icon Pull-Out Double Jet Shower in Matt Black

Prices from £429
Matt Black

Onyx

www.franke.co.uk

Stone Grey

Oyster

Coffee

Polar White

www.franke.co.uk
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Highlight
Our ceramic sinks feel
incomparably smooth
and are tremendously
hard-wearing.

Smooth operators
A durable choice that’s stood the test
of time, ceramic sinks stand up to
staining, impact and heat. With a surface
that’s resistant to most household
chemicals, smooth ceramic sinks sit
perfectly with wood or granite worktops.

For a touch of classic style, try the
timeless Arcana or our one of our
classic Belfast sinks.
Or for something more modern take
a look at the Kubus KBK undermount,
in a choice of Gloss White, Matt Pearl
Grey or Graphite finishes.

Belfast VBK 710 sink
with Vital Semi-Pro tap
in Chrome/Gunmetal
PVD/Matt Black

Arcana AHK 611 Ceramic sink
with Eiger Chrome tap

Graphite

Matt Pearl Grey

Gloss White

Kubus KBK 110 50 in Matt Pearl Grey
with Zelus Chrome tap

www.franke.co.uk
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Pack prices from £90

Great meals,
no interruptions,
it all comes
together with All-In
The flexible food preparation system.
Transforming your sink into a stylish,
playful workstation, All-In is the flexible
food preparation system designed to bring
more flow to your kitchen and life
Well-equipped and intuitive, this modular
system has all you need to prepare meals
with ease - putting the accessories you
need within easy reach.
Designed to save both time and space,
All-In lets you customise your work
area to suit your needs perfectly – giving
you full control and allowing you to shift
seamlessly between different tasks.
For all five pack combinations
please visit www.franke.co.uk

Highlight
Eight accessories,
endless combinations.

Telescopic bridge

Bamboo chopping board

Large strainer bowl

Small strainer bowl

Small collector bowl

Bamboo bowl lid

Foldable silicone pad

Storage box

Featuring extendable stainless
steel rails with durable handles,
that will adjust to fit bowls up to
540mm. Incorporates small feet
that sit against the sink edge to
ensure a stable fit.

With feet built into its underside,
the bamboo board can be
positioned above the sink rim, or
securely fitted onto the bridge’s
stainless steel rails.

Made from a Sanitized material,
the big strainer has holes that
mean it can be used as a
colander for rinsing ingredients,
for collecting peelings when
preparing fruit or vegetables or as
a drainer for cutlery and utensils.

Also made from a Sanitized
material, the small strainer
can also serve as a colander
or drainer.

The Sanitized small bowl can be
used for collecting prepared
ingredients and storing them in
the fridge. Equally, it can be used
for collecting peelings and dealing
with waste during the preparation.

Placed securely on top of the
small bowl, the bamboo lid can
help to keep food fresh.

Foldable for easy storage and
with an inclined surface for use
as a drainer, the pad is also heat
resistant and can hold pots and
pans straight from the hob or oven.

The soft touch storage box
easily houses all the different
accessories and allows you
to store everything neatly in a
standard kitchen cabinet.

www.franke.co.uk
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Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic –
all you could want from a tap
Want a tap that really does it all in
style? The Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic
delivers 100oc boiling, warm, cold or
filtered water in an instant.
Easy to install and operate thanks
to the intuitive touch control, the Minerva
has obvious appeal.

Available in Chrome, Industrial Black,
Copper and Champagne Gold, plus
Stainless Steel and our new Anthracite
finish, the Minerva is an idea choice for
tapping into the metallics trend.
With Original, Helix or Modial spouts
available, simply select the style and
shade to suit your taste.

The Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic
features our M-Box which is compact
and will save space under the sink.

Boiling water

Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic tap
in Anthracite

Cold filtered water

Neutral (on)

Minerva 4-in-1 Electronic tap
in Copper

Highlight
Prices from £1,583

www.franke.co.uk

Industrial
Black

Anthracite

Chrome

Stainless
Steel

Copper

Champagne
Gold

For faster, easier installation,
the Minerva 4-in-1 features
the Franke M-Box.
www.franke.co.uk
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Like bottled water.
Just without the bottle

See the
Vital Capsule
UKFranke

With the Vital Capsule System, you
can enjoy great tasting filtered tap water
that’s as clean, safe and tasty to drink
as bottled water.

The small but mighty capsule filter
removes contaminants such as
microplastics, pesticides, hormones,
harmful germs, chlorine and rust.

Plus, thanks to its patented, easy-tochange filter and compact, over sink
design, Vital won’t take up valuable
space under your sink. Developed in
Switzerland and so simple to use and
maintain, it’s the most advanced filter
system of its kind.

As a unique design, that combines
activated carbon with a high-tech
membrane it’s made to deliver litre after
litre of pure, refreshing water and
available in High Flow and High
Performance variants to suit your usage
needs, water type and lifestyle.

High Performance filter
Thanks to the combined action of an
activated carbon fibre and high-tech
membrane, this filter removes sediments,
impurities, not to mention bad odours and
tastes. However, Vital’s High Performance
filter is also able to remove microplastics
and up to 99.99% of harmful germs.

High
Performance
filter
High Flow
filter

High Flow filter

Mythos MYX 210-55 sink
with Vital Semi-Pro tap in
Decor Steel PVD/Matt Black

Our High Flow filter gives you both pure,
safe, great tasting tap water combined with
an unparalleled flow rate in areas where it
may be necessary to increase this.
Featuring an activated carbon body and
equipped with a pre-filter casing, it is the
ideal solution in situations where our High
Performance filter may become affected by
above-average sediment levels.

Highlight
Every compact, quick
change capsule is capable
of filtering around
500 litres of water.
www.franke.co.uk

Prices from £445

Industrial
Black

Décor Steel

Chrome

Gunmetal

Vital Semi-Pro tap in Decor
Steel PVD/Matt Black

www.franke.co.uk
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Atlas Neo Sensor tap
in Industrial Black

Go hands-free with
the Atlas Neo Sensor
Bringing the benefits of touch-free technology
into the kitchen, the intuitive Atlas Neo
Sensor is a particularly appealing choice,
given today’s increased focus on greater
hygiene in our homes. A hybrid kitchen mixer
tap, you can use it hands-free through the
infrared motion sensor or by hand with the
standard manual side lever.
The touch-free function works even if the
manual lever is closed; reacting instantly and
- if not stopped earlier by you – stopping the
water flow automatically after 30 seconds.
While this helps reduce your water usage,
the ability to preset the temperature for the
infrared motion sensor can help you cut
down on energy costs, making the Atlas
Neo Sensor a real step up in sustainability.

Pull-Out Nozzle

Universally appealing, the Atlas Neo Sensor
is available in Stainless Steel or Industrial
Black and can easily add a touch of style and
innovation to any kitchen.

Atlas Neo Sensor Pull-Out Nozzle tap
in Stainless Steel

Highlight
Atlas Neo Sensor Pull-Out Nozzle tap
in Stainless Steel

www.franke.co.uk

Offering hands-free
operation, the hygienic
Atlas Neo Sensor can
be retro-fitted.

Industrial Black

Stainless Steel

Prices from £607

www.franke.co.uk
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Exceptional
style on tap
Pick the Pescara
Say hello to the handy Pescara 360o,
the smart Semi-Pro XL or the
excellent Pull Down XL. Plus, the
elegant Pescara Swivel Up and Down
tap lets you select the flow you want.
Pull the nozzle up and the water runs
as normal; pull down and get the
targeted pressure needed to clean the
dirtiest pots and pans.
Prices from £558

Chrome

Décor Steel

Matt Black

Two spray
settings both at a
push of a button

Icon - a legend
in the making
Inspiring... contemporary... original
and new, with our striking Icon tap,
the name really does say it all. Inspired by
nature’s sinuous shapes, Icon will bring a
modern yet relaxed look to your kitchen.
With a choice of Chrome, Decor Steel or
Matt Black finishes, choose the Icon pull
out with double jet shower and Neoperl
Laminar aerator to reduce splashing. Or
the Icon swivel spout with a front
ergonomic lever, for easy operation when
your hands are full or dirty.

Prices from £506

Chrome
Mythos MYX 210-55
with Active Twist Decor Steel tap

Pescara
Semi-Pro XL

Active Twist - changes
your view on taps
Think you know taps? Think again. Because
with the Active Twist, we’ve created a tap
that works differently; with the ability to not
only fill the sink but empty it too.

Pescara Semi-Pro XL Chrome tap

Pescara
Pull Down XL

Décor Steel
Pescara 360°

www.franke.co.uk

Prices from £582

With a swivel spout or pull out spray, the
stylishly minimal Active Twist incorporates
an innovative specialist feature that links the
tap and sink with a w twist dial that operates
the waste outlet. When turned, this allows
the water to drain away, easily, safely and
hygienically, without you having to put your
hands into hot, dirty water.

www.franke.co.uk
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Atlas Neo tap in Matt Black
with Atlas Neo Soap Dispenser

Mix & match metallics
Bring a high end, luxury look to your
kitchen and home by adding one of our
sumptuously stylish metallic taps such as our
Atlas Neo L Spout in Anthracite, Champagne
Gold, Copper or Industrial Black.
Or how about the Eos Neo J-Spout
in Champagne Gold, Eos Neo Pull
Down Spray in Copper. Or even the
Minerva Helix 4-in-1 or Minerva
Mondial 4-in-1 both in bold Anthracite.

Whichever one you choose, be sure to
add an Atlas Neo Soap Dispenser,
available in one of five complementary
or contrasting metallic hues too.
Then why not extend the look
across the rest of your kitchen with
complementary accessories, cupboard
handles, lighting and other fittings.

Soap Dispenser prices from £151

Highlight
Complete the look
with a matching or
contrasting Atlas Neo
Soap Dispenser.
www.franke.co.uk

Copper

Industrial
Black

Champagne
Gold

Stainless
Steel

Anthracite

www.franke.co.uk
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Tasso Filtered
Water tap
in Matt Black

Black magic
Chic, sophisticated, timeless – our Matt Black
taps are all this and more. And whether you
choose our energy and water saving Active,
classic Krios L-Spout or J-Spout, elegant Eiger,
attractive Athena, nature-inspired Maris Free or
the beautifully functional Tasso filtered tap,
we’ve got the design to suit your monochrome
mood and fit the Industrial look perfectly.
Whichever one’s for you, finish the
look in co-ordinating style with a
matching soap dispenser.

Maris MRG 160 34-15 in
Polar White with contrasting
Colourline Waste Kit and
Neptune tap with Active
Matt Black Soap Dispenser

Maris MRG 110 72
in Matt Black
with Atlas Neo Sensor
in Industrial Black

Highlight
Matt Black
Maris Free tap in Matt Black

www.franke.co.uk

A monochrome
scheme can bring a
sense of timelessness
to your kitchen.
www.franke.co.uk
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Maris Drip Free price from £1100

Highlight

Maris 2gether
Hob Extractor

The completely flat grid
means pans can be moved
around easily and provides
extra working space.

Maris Drip Free Hood

Maris 2gether the perfect partnership
Twice as innovative, the Maris 2gether
is an advanced 4 zone induction hob with
a powerful, built-in hood. Blending
minimalism and functionality beautifully.
The A+++ energy rating hood runs
automatically when the hob is in use,
providing exactly the level of extraction
required. While the flush mounted
design, which seamlessly integrates into
any worktop, means the Maris 2gether
is altogether easier to clean.

Maris Drip Free keeps you in control
of the cooking
The perfect blend of stylish design and
practical performance, the exceptional
Maris Drip Free Hood makes for a
more harmonious cooking experience.
Whatever’s on the menu, the Maris Drip
Free not only tackles odours but also
takes care of condensation – preventing
drips falling onto the hob or even into
the food and protecting wall units too.
A stylish, highly energy efficient A class
rated black design that combines
contrasting matt and glossy finishes, the
Maris Drip Free is easy to keep clean
- ensuring greater hygiene in the kitchen.

Maris 2gether price from £2100

www.franke.co.uk
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Price from £990

Smart Suspended
Black Hood

Smart Suspended Hoods,
now everyone can afford
to make a statement
Available in three chic finishes, it’s a
contemporary design that fits perfectly into
modern kitchens. Hanging from three wires,
the Smart Suspended Hood’s clean lines and
distinguished shapes give it a unique look.
In fact, it’s so different you could be forgiven
for thinking it’s a stylish light fitting. Easy to
use and easy to clean, it delivers A class
performance all in a compact design.

Highlight

Black

www.franke.co.uk

Stainless
Steel

This distinctly unique
design delivers A class
rated performance.
White

www.franke.co.uk
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Highlight
Control your AQ Sense
hood with your voice,
via Amazon Alexa.

The hood
every home deserves
Keep the air you breath clean and the
atmosphere in your home pleasant with
our innovative AQ-Sense hoods.
Each one features an Air Quality Sensor
to constantly monitor VOC (Volatile
Organic Compounds, the main cause of
indoor pollution), air temperature and
humidity to ensure your kitchen and
home remain a fresh and pleasant
environment.

With Vertical Monitor, Vertical Wall or
Ceiling models available. All Franke
AQ-Sense hoods are compatible with
Amazon Alexa, so you can access all their
features using just your voice – perfect
when your hands are busy preparing
and cooking your favourite dishes.
You can also use the dedicated Franke
Cloud app to control each hood’s many
functions; switching aspiration on and
off, adjusting extraction speeds or
adapting the light settings to provide the
perfect ambiance.

AQ Sense Vertical Monitor

AQ Sense Vertical
Wall Hood

www.franke.co.uk

www.franke.co.uk
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WDU’s mean less landfill
When it comes to creating a more sustainable
future, reducing landfill is key. And adding a
waste disposal unit (WDU) to your kitchen is
a great way to tackle food waste that would
otherwise end up in the rubbish bin.
Why choose a WDU?
Sorter 300-60 Trio

Waste food facts
Easy kitchen cleaning

Easy to operate

Keep the kitchen hygienic

Preparing food and cleaning up
after meals is a lot easier with a
food waste disposer. Food scraps
go straight in the sink, instead of
the rubbish bin.

Just turn on the cold tap, switch on
the WDU, then drop the food scraps
down the drain. It’s that easy. The
WDU liquifies and flushes the food
waste into the sewage or septic
system. It’s safe too, with no blades
or knives waste disposal units are
among the safest appliances available.

A kitchen should be an inviting place.
But wet messy food waste left in the
rubbish bin can attract pests and
create unpleasant odours. By using a
WDU, you can keep your kitchen
hygienically clean.

Highlight
With 5 different sized
WDUs available,
there’s one for every
size of household.
www.franke.co.uk

Easy to fit and operate, installing a compact
Franke waste disposal in your kitchen can have
a big impact on the wider world.

19%
UK households generate an
estimated 6.6 million tonnes of food
and drink waste annually.

19% of food and drink
brought into the home ends
up as kitchen waste.

Recycling sorted

5kg

A neater way to
deal with food waste
Conveniently tucked away under your sink,
WDUs are a neat idea, in more ways than one.
Because if you’re worried about how much
cupboard space one will take up, it’s worth
knowing that our Turbo Elite Slimline model is
only about the size of a large bottle of bleach.

Helping tackle food waste, the following facts demonstrate
why fitting a waste disposal unit makes such good sense.

On average, each household
produces 270 kg of food waste
a year, or 5kg per week.

17

TE-75S

Prices from £329

4.6m tonnes (64%) is collected by
Local Authorities each year, mainly
through kerbside collection (98%.)

Food waste represents
19% of the entire waste stream
for Local Authorities.

17m tonnes of CO2 equivalent
of greenhouse gas emissions is
generated by food waste.

Helping to make recycling even
easier, our kitchen waste sorter
bins are a neat addition to help you
separate out cans, plastic, glass,
paper and other precious resources
so they can be used again.
Easy to install, the attached lids
help to prevent odours and some
models include filters to further
tackle unpleasant smells.

Prices from £334

www.franke.co.uk
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Service and support we’re here to help
At Franke, we design and manufacture
all our products to work exceptionally well
and last for many, many years to come.
And to help keep it that way, our expert
team are always on hand to service and
repair your boiling water taps, waste
disposal units and cooker hoods, whether
they’re covered by a warranty or not.
Offering UK-wide coverage, our
technicians can visit any location at
your convenience; doing whatever is
needed to get things up and running
again as soon as they can.
What’s more, our Manchester-based
consumer care team can provide
further After Care service, with spare
parts available from our Central
Services website.

Guaranteed
peace of mind
We’re so confident in the quality of
our products, that every Franke sink is
guaranteed for 50 years, while our
waste disposal units are covered for
10 years – more than any other brand.
In addition, all our sinks are fully
compliant with BS EN 13310 and
all our manufacturing processes are
ISO9001 certified.

Year
Guarantee

For details on our
warranties visit
franke.co.uk/guarantee

www.franke.co.uk

To reach our after care team
call 0161 436 6280 or go to
franke.co.uk/contact us

For spare parts
call 01782 599 258 or email
ks-ukcentralservices.gb@franke.com

www.franke.co.uk
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Follow Franke for innovation,
inspiration and more
From details of latest products to inspiration
for your home, make sure you’re following
Franke across all our social channels.
At Franke, we’re constantly thinking of
exciting ways in which we can make our
range even better, by developing new products
introducing fresh ideas and initiatives for the
benefit of our customers and the wider world.
So, to stay ahead and in the know about
the very latest news, innovations and
inspiration, make sure you’re following
Franke across all our social media platforms
and regularly check the Franke Home
Solutions website.

www.franke.co.uk

To discover our full product range, go to
www.franke.co.uk, where you can also check
out our latest Case Studies and Blog posts.
facebook.com/FrankeHomeSolutionsUK
instagram.com/franke_uk
twitter.com/FrankeUK
youtube.com/UKFranke
pinterest.com/FrankeUK

www.franke.co.uk

Franke UK Limited
West Park, MIOC
Styal Road
Manchester
M22 5WB
Phone +44 (0)161 436 6280
Fax +44 (0)161 436 2180
ks-info.gb@franke.com
www.franke.co.uk

994.0675.564
HP/04/22/5

All prices are RRP inclusive of VAT. Front cover shows All-In accesories range.
Selected props used in this brochure were kindly supplied by David Mellor, who stock one of the most impressive and
comprehensive collections of tableware and kitchenware in the country. Born in Sheffield and originally trained as a silversmith,
Mellor was a key figure in British design and gained an international reputation for his work. Today, Mellor’s son Corin continues his
legacy, producing exclusive designs in a purpose-built modern factory set discreetly in the Peak District National Park. Items can
be purchased in David Mellor stores in London and Hathersage or bought online at www.davidmellordesign.com

Highlights
2022

Focus on design and innovation

